
the Philippines has recently had to import welders for construction projects following

shortages caused by the export of Filipino welders to Japan and Taiwan. In somne

cases whole regions are being mntegrated into international labour circuits as the

traditional frarneworks of life and work are broken clown. 69

The structural dynamic at the core of this phenomenon - the unevenness of capitalist

development throughout the region - has, in itself, created significant tensions within

and across the its major states as indigenous clites and workers confront the growing

diasporas of labouring migrants. This has increased speciflc tensions on issues of

ethnicity, religion and national identity, issues that have proved so volatile and

dangerous in other areas of the world and have the potential to do so in a rapidly

changing Asia/Pacific. Thec disaster wrought by the economic melt-down in the

region, has enhanced the probability of large-scale violence in this context as host

countries and immidgrant populations clash over fundamental issues of identity and

security in areas vital to our regional foreign policy.70

Tensions of another kind have arisen over the ecological disaster that has

accompanied the dispersion and dislocation of peoples and socicties in the

AsialPaciflc. Ini this context the top-clown models of high-spccd, export-led

industrialisation which have madle possible rapid rates of economnic growth, have also

brought large-scale pesticicle poisonings, air pollution, falling water tables,
unrcgulated waste disposal, depletion of forest and oceanic resources and lancl

degradation. In South Korea the sulphur dioxide content in Seoul's air is the worst in

the world, causing close to 70% of the rain falling on theccity to be so acidic as to

pose a hazard to human beings. In urban Thailand, the problems are equally

disturbing with the dangerous levels of air pollution impacting most scvcrely upon

children i Bangkok who now have among the worlcl's highest levels of lead in their

blood.,7' In China, a relatively late-comer to export-led inclustrialisation, the problems

of rapid industrialisation are becoming ail too visible. Ancl while one could detail a


